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..DestroYffig gourds

.XU art

Students' cars get ·
towed from Bell Lot

Con,temporary art class projects
on.display

-pages2&6

BY PETE HOLTERMANN
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Late last week, university
officials confirmed thata deal is in
the works with NBBJ Sports and
Entertainment for the firm to be the
architectural· designer of Xavier's
new Convocation Center.
This confirmation coincided
with the release of a drawing o( the
proposed arena portion of the
250,000 square foot structure.
·A press release from the·
university that accompanied the
drawing said,:''The firm has a
contract in substance with Xavier
Univ~rsity, .td!design the Co~yoca., · · '
ti on Center: Contract negotiations '
are continuing and a firiai-colitract ' '
has not been sign~<lY ' · · ·· · · ··

Th;e Sinashing Pumpkins roll
int~ Riverfront
.• page 13

a

The 10,000 seat arena will be
the new home of Xavier basketball

were done by anotherarchitecturill firm.

·Service semest·er

QueCOlsnrnteniboU'Yns

•
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'fi"%e on th.e
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After viewing a number of ..
talk shows regarding Ebonics, I
made it a ~int to listen to radio ·
programs and re_ada number of
news print articles.
both theol?gy and political
If it was the intent of the
science.
school district in question.to·
Knutson said an average
improve the teaching skills of the
professionals who have the
day for the students will include
doing their service projects in the · responsibility of teaching the ·
morning and then attending class
children, then I must say lam in··
. ·for three hours in the afternoon. · · agreement ··
If it was the iritent of the
The· students will remain in
contact'with political science
sch()(}l district to find a loop hole
in which to request specific
professor Timothy White, parttime professor Dr. Mike Gable
federal funding by creating a ·
. from Mt. St. Joseph College and
separate category for black ·
not in ·
Knutson will teach the Spanish
children; then I
portion of the semester.
. agreement
.
.
As well as class experience, ·
· There are several educators
Knutson said the serviee
who were in favor'~! this , .·
component is a major factor of
teaching method: They cite case
the semester: .
studies which show.positive
Sttldents will have the .·
. . improvementfor those who have
opportunity to do their service
. p~cipated in these classes.
work in Jocal community . .
Unfortunately, they never discuss
facilities such as hospitals or day -· ·, the results far.beyond the
care centers. .
statistics. .
. I've often seen statistics
used to prove a.point, b~tI also

am

.,,

·1
any anguage •

BY TE'TRO AMARU
GUEST COLUMNIST

in Nicaragua
On Jan. 27 twelve students
will enibarkon a: journey to
Managua, Nicaragua as part of tile
Service Learning Semester.
This program, in its third
year involves cours_es of study in
political science, theology and
Spanish along with community
service.
Assistant Professor of the
Spanish Department and •advisor
for the semester Dr David Knutson
said that although going to a
- tropical country' at this time of year
may seem like a real vacation, it is .
really not
·
''This is certainly not an
.
academic break. While in Nicaragua, the students at times will "e
required to study independently;"
said Knutson.

·page 8
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foot conference center. The
Convocation Center is to be built
into the hillside behind the pit
area of the North Parking Lot.
The drawing is the first by
NBBJ that has been released to
· the public. Previous drawings

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

·Inteniew with Temple's
John Chaney

and volleyball. There are 22
founder suites included in the
structure, and 21 of those have
been sold. The next step in the
process is to sell the 600 Club
Seats in the arena.
The release says that
groundbreaking for the building
is expected in late 1997 or early
1998. The construction ofthe
Convocation Center will take 2022 months. This puts the fall of·
1999 as _the estimated opening of
the building. In September, when·
the Board of Trustees approved
the plans to build the center, the
cost of the structure was estimated at $39 million.
photo courtesy' of Xavier Public Relations
· In addition to the arena; ,the
Thisj'uturesque portrayal of the proposed J0,(JOO seat Convocation Center was relea8ed 'by NBBJ earlier
propQs_ed Conypcati9riCenter· ~s .·'' ' ;,, ' i' ''.i''.··\~· ..• 1:~, ~ iliis'seittestef. thicJmstfuction of the arena will take 20-22 ~nthsJo:complete.' ; -· '
to'.incfocie' a24,(}(j() square'raot '.• ' ',·';
dining hall and 21,000square
....--------------------------------------.

The Newswire reported
NBBJ's selection in the Dec. 11
issue, citing sources that indicated
the selection-had occurred in early.
November. At that time, the
university said the sea~ch for an
architect was ongoing.

BY VIRGINIA, SUTCLIFFE

Head·Owt

l~b·
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on·1•cs· .d·ebat~"'-'

know how misleading they can
· I heard one panelist suggest
be. In this case I think more .
tliat it is the language spokenin the
information should be given.
home. I would like to know who
·
I would like more informataught the parents Ebonics.
tion regarding the following
··One would think those
children who don't speak in that
issues:
• qualifications of the
fashion are placed into classrooms .
where corrective English is being
teac.hers
instructed.
• how teachers learned
It could really get hecticin
·Ebonics
. • backgrounds of the
classrooms in which there are
· students of lnixed ethnic back~
participants
• educational·. backgrounds
grounds. lwonder if.the children ·
are separated, isolated or placed
of students' parents
• length of the studies
into remedial classes of Ebonics?
During one of the discus• number of children in
. sions; a member of the school
each group
• amount of parent particiboard indicated that the main
intent of this program was to
pation
insure thatthe children were not
Furthermore, lwould like
to know how the children fared
placed into a negative learning
after they were placed back into a curve. By this, theywould be
norma:I or competitive learning
alienated from the learning
process.
envkonmen~ ·and how this ·
· Through this process, ·
method will assist ,them in
passing the SATor the ACT test.. children would not be told that the
I think the basic problem in way they talk is wrong, but would
their assessment is. that not all
· be shown how to translate their
black people speakin the fashion
sentence patterns into correct
English;
·
. in which has been discussed..
More importantly, for those of us
(see Ebonics page 7)
who do speak that way, we must
consider where we learned it.

Offenders? Vehicles getbOOt
.· ;!;i:1~f~,

Bv Wn.LIAM KoNoP
.

' '

'

.. '

.·
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Advancing leaders·
Leadership and .Orientation in Student Services is
sponsoring a series of leadership programs called The
Advaricing Leader. Director of Orientation and Leadership Development Kimberlie Goldsberry said the focus of
the programs, specifically designed forjuniors and ·
seniors, pertains to maximizing students' leadership
potential and teaching them how to use it.in the larger.
community aftenhey graduate.
· There will be a total of five workshops over the
course of this semester. The first program wiHbe held on
Wednesday, Jan. 29from noon-lp.m. in the Schott Hall
multipurpose room. The program is entitled Tran.slating
Your Leadership Experiences for the Job Search and will
be pr~sented by Colleen Murphy from Career Services.·
The second program will be held on Tuesday, Feb. 4 from
5~6 p.m: in the OKI room in the: University Center. It is
titled Tactics for Tapping into Community Power and will
be presented ·by Director of Community and Government
Relations Gene Beaupre. All of the programs· are free· but
students must have an RSVP to attend. Those interested
in attending must RSVP to Goldsberry for both programs
by this Friday at 745-4892.

File. by phone
Students who received the distinctive IRS TeleFile
booklet with telephone picturea on the front cover can
file their returns by phone. TeleFiie is IRS's paperless
filing systemusing a worksheet arid touch-tone telephone.
More information about TeleFile is available on the IRS's
Internet'home page athttp://www.irs.usir~as,gov '. ·
·

a

Candidates wanted
SGA elections will be held Feb. 19 to elect a
president arid two viee presidents. Those interested in
running can call 745-3560.
· · .·

L
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· Last week, over 80 illegally
'
parked vehicles belonging to '
Xavier studentS were towed from
the Cincinnati Bell parking Jot.
It took numerous tow trucks
to complete this operation.
This is the first time in two
years that Cincinriatl Bell has
forced the removal of student cars
from their faeility.
· . Safety and Security Chief
MichaelColich.said that the
. parking lo.tis a private garage for ·
Bell repair vehicles and is not
· available to students or su~ject to
the jurisdiction of Safety and
Security,
"The towing operation was
photo by Deena Delfos5e
strictly Bell'·s business and the
The ''Unauthorized Vehicles Towed·Away" warning holds new meaning
.university played no part in the
for some students, but others still value its convenient location.
decision," said Couch.
·
Cincinnati Bell Media
planning to put up a gate to prevent
Relations.ManagerErik Kirkhorn
tion in.the parking lot that Bell
students from using th.eir lot. .
said that this past semester saw a
has had to hire a person to direct.
'
The vehicles were taken by a
traffic.
dramatic increase in.the number of
private impound lot and students
resident students using the parking
Bell insists.they have
had to pay $78 to get their cars .
lotovemight, many.of whom left · posted.appropriate•signs warning
back.
students that the lot is for ·
their cars there for days at a ..time.
Sophomore Chuck. Knippen,
..
"The decision to tow wa& a · authorized vehicles only arid
whose car was towed, chalks up the
safety precaution aimed at helping
claims to have placed flyers on·.
experience to a misunderstanding.
· ·Bell truck drivers, who have
car windshields in advance of the
"It was wrong to park there,
repeatedly been blOcked eitherin or towing.
·.but I don't thinklrealized that we
out of the facility,'' said Kirkhorn.
"We hate to tow the cars,·
wereblOcking their trucks and I'm
nie Bell office is open all
. butwe have a public service to
sorry it happened," saidKnipi}en.
night for emergency repairs and has · perform at the phone company
and we gave them plenty of · . •· · ·
· assig?ed one tru~k per parking
space.'
... . .
notice thattlie lot was private
Kirkhorn said student
property," said Kirkhom.
In the future, Bell is
vehicles have created such conges~

King sp~ ~tlecture series
through the arts .
Born in Montgomery,
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Alabama, King is the eldest child
of Martin Luther King, Jr. and
In keeping with the
· Coretta Scott King. ·
·.
recognition of the legacy of the late
Her preselitation will focus .
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.; the
on the common ~umanity all
. Xavier Univer~ity Lecture Series is .
people 'share a.id .has been said to
·giving stildents, faculty, and &taff .
· be represe~tati~e of the stirring
sermons her father, one of the
the opportunity to listen)o .King's·
·· world's greatest orators, gave..
daughter Yolanda King spealcnext :,
.
•' .·
.. Thelectureis indeed a .
··w·ed nes d. ay, 'Jan. ·29 at. 6 :30 p.m~
m.
. Bellarmine Chapel.
performance reflecting on eyery
According to King, ''The
person's respdrisibility.. ·
·
. _ . < file photo
. .•
"Itis imperative to actively
Dream is Stilla Dream" which
. challe11ge the forces that deny
should not only be reiterated but . . King will speak to stUdents next
also reproduced. King posesses the ·. Wednesday about what the dream
human beings their right to a
· chansma herfather.exuded and
.
.. . ·. means to her. .·
.·
decent life;" she said.
utilizes. this talentin heracting; a8 · · alter the hearts and filiricls of.both
·. This presenfutioJt will
well as her. public speaking~ .
the privileged WC:lll those who··. •· combine Hednvolvement iri -social
For
reason, X,avier is
have
toolorig·denied. Within . ~hange and h~Fartistic talents tti · ·
tlie ,arts lies this' p<>wer,'' she has'·
.;fof01 a 'production filled with
. issuing ti~kets to the event only on
Monday in the.lobby of the ·
said. . _._ ·
··
poetry;,prose,anddramadc
University Center frond2-5 p.m. ·
. ., This belief is evidenced in ·
·monologues: , ·
· , ..•
Tiekets will .not be available to the
bOth the topic of her presentation·
.
. Cplirtis F'.uller, of Channel
general public.
. .
and in the presentation itself. ' .•· · Five'.s WLWT-TV, wilfintroduce
Adinission to the ·event is;by'
K.irig is fervently conimi~d
· the program.
· Several lpcal community
ticket only.'
·
· to using her talents· in service to ·
:King has participated in
humanity, which is displayed in her leaders,· as. well as students from
· several civil and human· rights
founding of the Christian· Theatre· .
Hc;>ffniari Elementar}r •have· been
Artists, agroup which teaches' .
. irivited to attend the presentation.
demonstrations throughout her life
·
A reception will follow. in
and has spoken to· various religious, theatre to young people and college
educational, business; civic and ·
students.
tlie Terrace Room on the' third·
human~rights groups.
She also serves- as co~director · floor of the' University Center.
of the grotip NUGLEUS, which
·
For. ticket information
Her dynamics dictate her
message.
·. tours high schools, colieges ·and
please caff 745-3560.
· · · ''One must··' stimulate and · churches promoting positive energy ...
. BY KARA BENKEN

..:.Compiled by Virginia Sutcliffe

·seeurity Notes
... .

Monday~Jan.13, 2:05 a.m.

.

··. ·: ··. Astudent wa8 charged with tampenng with a university

.. d0cun,ient'w~en h~ was found changing his mailed grades~
The subject will. be brought" up on internal disciplinary
charges.
.
· ··

Ftid8y, Jan. 17, 8:55 a.m.
An employee reported:three signs were missing from the
basement of Lindner Hall. One sign said "Radiation A(~a''
and the other two said "Dang~r ~ Laser Lights:O;
'

.

.

.

..

· Saturd&y, Jmi.18, 1:45,.4:30 p.m. •
. A'commutelstudent reported someone broke out the ·
driver's side window of a vehicle parked in the South Lot and
removed :Motorol.a cei1u1~ phone.
·

a

Security Note oft~e Week
.
Friday, Jan. 17, 1:55 p.m.
Two wonien were warned about trespassing and
selling without.an appropriate vendor's license when
they were seen·trying to sell perfume on the sixth floor
of Kuhlman. · ·
-=ompiied by Kara Benken·
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.· - - If you do ."atomath~rapy" in_ your ''downtillle," the:n· perhaps ;;6~
·should"'get a, l~fe, ". . . . · ·
. ·.-" · _
.
_ _ .
· •or' get a riew vocabulary; sugg~sts a Michigan University study;: ···
Whatever.
- · ..·
·
·
·
·· . · · Actually•.'.'what~ver·~ is ~e>most Qv~ras~d.i:>hr~e o,f199~•.. " ·... ·_
according to the Lake Superior Sta~e Univer8ify'-s 2-ist anmfal"List of
Words Barushed.frqm the Queen's English.for :Misuse: 'Overuse and ,. '
·General Uselessness.'~ ·_
-' ·
· -· · · · · ' "
-' ·· ·
.
Each year, th~ university asks high school stui:i~D.is, teachers and
parents 'to. n~minate certain' phrases that, arguable, ha~e ·no place in the .
English language.
.
. .·..
··" .· .-- .-. ·.. • .... ·
. .
.
"Whatever what? Whatever I wand Wli'atever lnetid? It doesn't •
-make any sense:·· said Rilchel :Bivens, a: Ngh school stUd~nt from ·-·' Manton, Michigan~ .
.. . . . .
. ·. ·
..
The wordsmiths also frown on "a8 if,;,_ mi ekpression ~opularized '
by the movie "Ciueless.,,: The phrase inay used' interchangeably with '
"Puh,''which isjust as useless, the uriiversicy sai.d.· . •. ·-: :. . ..
_Alsp banished is the phrase"phone tag.'' which' clescribesthe ac.t
of communicating by .voicemail or answering machin¢. '
'
. ' '.'It maY. have been a cool, trendy phrase in the 8Q' s, but it is really
annoying now.~· said Mark: Terwilliger, a Lake Superior State math . ·. . ·
··
.· .
professor. · . -_ . · . ·. . .
Not only slang phrases, but terms like, "aromatherapy" have gotten ·
, ' ,. '-.
'
under people's skin, too.
·.-·
'_'This catchy' word can be found on the labels ofevecythingfrorµ
··shampoo bottles to *'ftesh~ner.. If it's truly ~.therapy'·'perhaps it ~houid .
:come at a'. higher price," said Michelle Batterbee Fox,. an Ellsworth;
: •-· .-.·: ·
·Michigan, teacher.
. . · .. ,.. ·· ·.· .
.
.Scores teachers complained that' computer terms such as . . _
·"downtiDie" have infiltrated the Queen's English. "It may be all right
· when a,pplied to computers, butnot humans," said Polly Fields; a
Superior State E11:glish pr.ofes,sor. _
.
·. . . . . . . · . .
· Coritributor8 to the list also sitid they were.way tired of hearing the ·.
"bridge". metaphors used by politicians driring the 1996 elections.
-_.- ·. ,Last but hot l~~t, the universitY had onty'bne co~erit for "La
:Macarena." term conjuring up images of the clance .craze that sw~pt
. · y ankee Stadium, the Denl.Ocnrtic National Convention, .the Olympics
.• and much oftheentire ~atiQn: _,;Ad nauseum:": · ~~Ueg~~se~ce ·

w

M~gua, Nicaragua and ninety-degree temperatures ~ill soon be a home to. twelve Xavier
students who are excited and nerllous about a semester abroad.
,•

'

.

-

.

.

.

AH of the houses have electricity and
running water. ..
'
(cont.from page 1) _.
.
''This will be an experience for the
· ·students to see how .other people live," said
Knutson said .that they are riot going
Knutson.
to change Nicaragua in 12 weeks but the ·
Knutson said they are not going .to
students will get~ different perspective.
suffer hardships in a physical sense, but they
. ''The students will be connecting
wiUmiss some .of the emenitieit, ·. ·.
. . _·
· with people through service and will have
._ 'flle studen~ will also be intrOduced to ·.
the chance to helpinsoine way," said
, an atypfoal American diet. While iri
- · _.
. Knutson. ..
- .·
.. .
Managua, mosfof their.· meills"wm consist of
Currently, the students are staying at
rice and beans.
.
.
. ''This i~ , _-~xperience that explodes
_St; Mark's church for a two week orienta- ·
· tion and preparation period.before they .
the notion c;~out what normal life is like,"

of

Lake .

a

···.··.sornelljin,g·••

said Knutson. · · ·•· - >
- -· · ·. -.
KnutSon ·said .that the Service.:.Learning
about the politi".s of Nicaragua, the - _Semester coinbmes much of what we value .•
students are taking care of health concerns . · -· i~ Xavier's academic comm~nity. · ·
- such as vaccinatjons for cholera and - ·.
· ''Xavier is all about rigorous academic·
typhoid. _.· .- .· ' . · _ · . ·
· ·. ·
progr8:ffis, but it is also about being people .for others," said Knutson; ·
- · ·. .
While ill Managua each student will
stay with a different host family.
'' .Throughout the semester, The News. "We will be staying in a working·
wire will be in contact with the group. The
cla8s.neighoorhood. It is not the most
students will be sending The Newswire
upscale, bllt it is not the worst," said
. .stories of their experience in Managua which
• Knutson. ...
.
will be featured in the News seetion. . .
depart.in addition to briefings by Whi.·'te

bUlgin' ·yo· ·

"·writing_ for
the· . 'Newswire~ .· •
:;·,
.
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· • · Loyola Medal _ . ·
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•
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INVOLVEMENT

AWARDS

Award Packet Descriptions. for the awards listed on this page
ar~ available in the following locations: .
·

;. .

:

.

'

'~

·.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Student Services hallway
• University Center Intormation Desk
Office ot Residence Life
• Multicultural Affairs
Dorothy Day
The Cominuier Intormation Center
Loyola House . _. - •- _
• International StUdent Services
FacUity SerVices _
·
• Recreational Sports
X-tra Copies o/application/nomination·torms · · . · · ·
··
·
· Willbein theStudentServicesHallway

House -

•

.

Snack yOur way to Florida
Each time you buy something from
the vending machines look for a yellow
sticket on selected -products .
'·

. If you are one of the lucky onesjust.
fill outthe information .and bring it ov
~~~~~
to Alumni Hall 107A.

-

You can win
_gift certificates to the bookstore every month. There will be a drawing on February 2Lfor all those who entered
_before that day. The Grand Prize is a

trip for two·. to Flqrida during spring break..
So.keep a look out and keep munching. You
1Ilaybe.haVing your next snack in Florida.
.
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The "People vs; Larry ·
Flynt" has been collecting praise
and awards allover'the country.
Milos Forman's film about the
life and legal battles of Hustler
magazine publisher Larry Flynt
was the subject of two big
editorials in the Jan. 12 edition of
The Cincinnati Enquirer, both by
. regular Enquirer writers and both
very anti.;Flynt and pro-Hamilton ·
County sheriff Simon Leis.
Whatever· yQ.ur, feeling
towards Larry Flyn~ IQay be, any
town that purports.to be located
in the United States should be
embarrassed to have a man like
Simon Leis in public office. In
his very brief Enquirer interview ·
Lei~ butchered history in· order to
present his failed crusade against
Flynt in a better light, He
claimed that Hustler was illegal
in Cincinnati. '(In actuality,the ·
conviction against Flynt was
overturned in appeals court
within two weeks because the
case was so badly mishandled.)
It is still perfectly legal to buy
and sell Hustler in Hamilton
County.

.

.

.

..
Leis makes it cleat, .. · .
however, that to do so would be a
.very bad idea, claiming he would
have his men "pick it up and
bring charges." Leis seems to
be saying that he would be more
than willing to use (and abuse)
his power as sheriff and step over
the law to carry on his own
personal crusade.
Leis doesn'tlike Hustler.
That's okay, because Hustler is
pretty disgusting. But the beauty
of this country is, if you don!t
like a magazine, you don't have
to read it. We all have the right to
choose what is and isn't for us.
If Cincinnati is really so opposed
to Hustler magazine, then they ·
should allow Flynt to sell his
magazine here~ If Cindnnatians
are really so morally upright; no
one will buy the magazine and
vendors will stop orderin!fit. · I · ..
would be shocked, however, if
.
that happened. . ·
.. . .
I don't nebd Simori Leis
baby-sitting me. I certainly don't
need him breaking the law and
tearing up the First Amendment
,in order to protect me.

.;P.W.A.
Opinions and Editorials
Jeff Davis
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XU's rebel standoff ends
BY JEFF DAVIS

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
The following {lrticle is satirical
in nature. The actions depicted
are exaggerated and in most
instances,. totally embeliished.

"On.~eJi.ga_ip,

' the rebel
·
stiidents ·scoffed
at ,the tactic, as '
. . ..

Bell officials, seeing the
bitter and harsh conditions of
yvi~ter as tj:ie.ideal time to attack,
decided.to wait until January so
they could ready their forces.
They also saw waiting as a
form of retaliation. Now rebel
students would have to push their
way through frigid.conditions ..

.. t~oifg;h . (ft.~Y·:, " . ~~1t~:~~i:lrug:t~~n:1=:~as·:•._..
·· ··w~#.!~fJ;~~'~;~~:i~.::::~;.3·Y·:~i;~~~"b~inmZ:~i~[~i:~%i6~f~~;~t¥t:t~~~. .;
no.a·. . . e. _.· ;l. ·a·. . ·. ·. _. ...· ~'Asphatt'st~rirt···forthek~bpera-'
· tion .. :.. · ·
· ·
· .·.
·fi···.uliis. cal.e war. ''···· still
...trying
·Onthedayoftheattack,
to avoid the horrors of

Trouble has been brewing
on Herald A venue for years.
Xavier students have been
crossing into a restricted no- .
(!_·.
:g:
·.
ll
_ ·_·.
paikinizone; commonly ref~rred
b:
to by it8 code name ..:: the :Se1i , .
Lot.
The Cincinnati Bell Com· pany turned its back for years. It
Months wore on and
seemed they were hoping Xavier
patience wore thin within the Bell
students would surrender and pull
administration.
their forces out of the.no-parking
More late night meetings
zone and return to the legal realms .were held in the underground
above the Cincinnati corporation
bunkers of Cincinnati Bell.·
line by parking in the Coheri Lot.
Sanctions were considered.
This didn't happen.
One top official called for the.
Secret meetings were held in disconnection of student commuthe middle ofthe night to discuss.
nication devices. However, due to
strategy.
resolutions passed during the
Bell commartders were sure Geneva Convention, the act was
that if students didn't retreat to
deemed illegal.
The administration then
Cohen, they would definitely ·
move their infantry ofNissans,
- looked toward other world
Fords and Chevysto the valleys of ' superpowers for advice.
the North Lot or even to the safe .
· ·Ill a similar confrontation,
haven of Xavier's South Lot
Bell South of Atlanta had its.
installation.
parking lot invaded by Georgia
Students didn't budge.
Tech students. Instead of sane.;
·Instead, they entrenched them~.
. tions, Bell S.,outh w.ent straight to
selves into the foxholes or' the fot
the battlefield. .They drafted
as though to snub the Cincinn.ati
Bubba's towing service of North.
Bell coalition's warning at the · . Atlanta to engage in full-scale .
border.
vehicle removal.
Trying to avoid any military
After commandeering the ·
confrontation, the Bell Comp~ny
vehicles, Bell South held the
commanders sent a peace-keeping students' automobiles prisoners of
envoy to the lot in early October
vvar until fines levied against them
as a sign of force.
could be paid. .
·· ·
A diplomat was dispensed
Cincinnati Bell officials saw
to inform students they were not . the Atlant.a situation as a prototo invade the lot anyniore and that type to follow.
they should withdraw from the
One. top officiaUn the
area.·
CincinnatiBell Justice DepartOnce again, the rebel
ment said, "Instead of using their
students scoffed at the tactic, as
fingers, now those little.bastards
though they wanted to. engage in a will have to let their legs do the··
full-scale war.. ·
walking ... ha, ha, ha, ha."

:.o.'.'.:'

war, a.Bell envoy was sent.to
place final last ditch resolutions
on the windows of all the cars in
the trenches of the lot.
A small division of students
saw the ultimatum and dissented
from the other rebels and retreated
.from the lot .
Others-were informed by
agents of espionage,. who were
. staked mit on top of Husman Hall
to watch Bell's every movement.
However; they still refused to
cooperate with the final resolution.
They couldn't have responded swiftly enoughanyway,
for in broad daylight, the 101st
TOw-Truck division of Cincin.nati
Bell began a relentless attack of
around the clock sorties, ripping
cars away from the lot.
After the final chain had
been attached, the lastsortierun,
and the lastspeck. of dust settled,
. one thing was for 'sure: the
· students had been defeated badly.
The nightmarish images of
war can still be seen in the lot.
The loose gravel lies silent, as do
the shattered wooden makeshift
parking curbs. Even the tracks of
the IOlst Tow-Truck Division can
still be made out.
•. Despite the loss, one thing is
for certain. The spirit~ and souls
of the student rebels live on.
No ~thless dictatorship will
ever make them Walk to class
from any distant Xavier lot.
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''There's a lot of people working to
make it better.' Butthere's still a lot
ohnderlyirig tension people don't'
want to talk about."

.Joe Furey·
junior
Perrysburg, Ohio
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"Things are slowly but steadily
. improving. I feel openly that there
has been a vast improvement. If we .
can take the m~ssage further south
we could open more doors. I live in
the South and it takes on a more
personal level to me. It's still
amazirig how bad things are."
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"We're moving forward but there's
still a long way to go educating
people about the differences in each
other."
·
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"There's still a lot of work to be
done: We still need to focus on
goals that have yet to be.achieved as
a nation and as individual people."

·Tara Burke
senior•
Cincinnati

Maurice Cole
graduate student
Cincinnati ·

Desiree Demonbreun
sophomore
Nashville

Ebonics. (cont.)·
education on the children and on
black people as a whole.
It seems that this whole
The system should have the
discussion about Ebonics has not
only, alienated those students, but responsibility to teach and educate
has also alienated and separated
black children the same as it
_teaches and educates all.children.
all Black Americans. There are
those blacks who can identify with The current situation leaves me to
Ebonics and those who want no
ask the question, "where does this
dissimilarity come from?"
part of it. There are also those
I wondered if dialect had
who. feel that doing· something is
better than doing nothing.
anything to do with the difference.
Another reason Black
But then I wondered why, in this
Americans are separated over the · great melting pot of a societ)r,
issue is the opinion that lowering
have only American black
· educational.standards is unaccept- children beeri afflicted. Out of ali
able and that accepting Ebonicsis the ethnic backgrounds such as
somehow degrading.
Asians, Indians, Swed~s and ·
During·another panel
Rwandans together in this
discussion, a different school
countr}r, only blacks have been
board member said that the intent
adversely affected.
was to establish a method for
This could be the residual
teachers to better communicate
effect of slavery or it might be
and understand sentencf'. patterns
some holdover from the time
and to preventteachers from· ·
when it was illegal to educate
lowering the. students" self~esteem black people. Some might argue
that vve have somehow been .
or grades because of their sentence patterns.
caughtin time warp andare now
. lget the impression from·
just recognizing this problem.
black.leaders that the problem lies
This co1dd be a problem
with the people who are entrusted regarding the failure to educate, to
teach generations of people ·
with educating the children.
nationally:
· ·
It seems to me that we are
talking about nothing more than
Money could be another
failure.
·
·
motivation in the _ebonies issue.
The question should be,
Let's assume this is an honest
whose faih1re? The system's, the
attempt to educate. Now we
teachers' or the parents'?
would be saying that teachers
must be able to show that they can .
Instead society seems to be
speak the language before they are
placing the responsibility of

a

hired. Teachers would have to go
for instructions in Ebonie teaching
methods and would likely. have to
pass a test showing they are fluent
in the language
Ifthat is the method in
which they· intend to handle the
problem, I don't see why they
needed a resolution fo order to do
this. I don't understand the
purpose of the resolution. They
seemed to have a lot of people
giving different responses and
explanations foi: their actions.
· The board of education
representative (at one point)
indicated thatfrwas not the intent
of the board fo seek funding for
this. teaching· method.·
·
She then said the board had
sent a letter to the federal agency
·(which allocates the bilingual
funds) to correct the misrepresentation of the facts spread by the
media.·
.
The representative then said·
thattheir communication ·(their
letter) was simply to clarify the
points of the resolution which
were misinterpreted by the media.
This should have never been
done if it never was their intent to
request funding. I would like to
know where I could get a copy of
this resolution. It would be nice if
I could find books or something
th.at could educate me on the
teaching. methods of Ebonics.

.·.Chaney molds ·miPCfs
Hokies dunk XU in pool

BY TOM DECORTE .
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
;;
.
'

Both the men's and women's swim teams continu.ed a midseason drought by dropping their meets with the Virginia Tech
Hol'Jes.
The men were unable to overcome Virginia Tech's strong
showings.in the 400mmedley relay and the 400m individual ·
medley events, where Teeh earned both the first and second place·
finishers en route to the 127-71 decision.
.. . , ·
•
Strong individmtl performances for the Musketeers came
from Jamie Christman; who finished first in both the 50m
freestyle and lOOni freestYle events and the 400m freestyle relay
team of ChPstman, Jon Rimer, Pat Wolf and Joe Leibold finished ·.
on top as well.
Leading the way for the women, who were defeated 150-71,
was a firat place finish from Sarah Wayne, AlyssaRobbins,
Heather Rice and Erica Breitbeil in the 400m freestyle relay.
Getting seconds were Jan Feichter .in the 400n1individual
medley, Robbins in the 200m free;;tyle, Amanda GOrbeaux in the
200m.backstroke and Nancy McDonald in the 200m breaststroke.
Next up for the swinlmers is a home dual meet against
Atlantic 10 rival Duquesne on Saturday at 1 p.m.
By Tom DeCorte .

Rifle nailed by Wildcats
The Musketeer rifle team lost a tight match to the University of Kentucky Wildcats last Saturday. Despite impressive
scores by two Xavier shooters, the Wildcats took advantage of
their smallbore performance to.win the match.
Sophomore Karyn Juziuk scored a personal best 1163
points in the smallbore, where she finished four points shy of
Kentucky's top shooter. Freshman Rebecca Brattain also
registered a personal best aggregate score of 1512, highlighted by
her personal best smallbore score ofl 137.
Juziuk, Brattain, senior Andrea Parker and sophomore Ted·
Rozman scored competitively in the air rifle discipline, falling to
the Wildcats by only one point.. Juziuk beat Kentucky's top.air
· · · •.
rifle performance by registering a score of 388. i.
Saturday's loss returns the Muskies to therr .Sod statils with
a 5-5 record. The Musketeers, defending NCAA Afr Rifle
Champions, will shoot next on Saturday at West Virginia.
By Kara Benken

Intramural happenings
The Recreational Sports Department is gearing up for a full
schedule of intramurals and other activities this semester.
The Intramural Department is sponsoring a number of
sports this spring. The offerings include four and three person
basketball teams, three and six person volleyball teams and floor
hockey.
The sign up period for these sports continues until Jan. 29.
A captain's meeting will be held ·on Jan. 30. All captains must
attend. There is a refundable· $20 forfeit fee required for each
team. Entry· forms are available in the Sports Center.
Aself~run single-elimination racquetball tournament will .
also be held this•spring. Play will begin in early February.
A three-point shooting contest is the final event on the very
full slate of Rec. sports activities. The preliminary round will be
held on Jan. 28 in the Sports Center gym at 5 p.m. The finals will
be held during half time of the men's basketball against Dayton
onFeb.12.
Any question on any of these events should be directed to
Shawn at 745-2856.
By Pete Holtermann

ComingUp<W3
Thursday, Jan. 23

•Women's Basketball at St. Bonaventure at 7 p.m.
•Men's Basketball at George Washington at 8 p.m.
on WCPO (Ch. 9)

Saturday, Jan. 25

•Men's Basketball vs. Duquesne at Noon
•Swimming vs. Duquesne at 1 p.m.
•Women's Basketball vs. Fordham at 7 p.m.
•Rifle at West Virginia at 8 a.m.
•Super Bowl XXXl in New Orleans; Green Bay
Paekers vs. New England Pillriots; Kick off at
6:18 p.m. on FOX-WXIX (Ch. 19)
•Men's Basketball vs. Rhooe Island at 7 p.m. on
WCPO(Ch.·9)

Sunday, Jan. 26

Tuesday, Jan. 28

All home games are in bold
Home swim meets are held in the O'Connor Sports Center Pool
Home women's basketball games are played at Schmidt Fieldhouse
Home men's basketball games are played at the Cincinnati Gardens
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The image is as recognizable
as :t;Job Knight's sweater, J:)ean
Smith's stare or Jerry Tarkanian's
towel biting. It is the image of a
wiry old man with a scowl on his
face and a somewhat scuttled
attire.
·His teams play a mesmeriz. ing,.in-your-face matchup zorie
. defense and run a patient offense .
that pushes the shot clock to
· expiration, This is the system that
make coaehes like Bob Huggins
say, "I hate to play these guys.'.'
·
Temple University head
coach John Chaney has been
.
.
..
. .
· ·photo by RC De.Jesus
dictating his style of basketball
John Chaney has launched the Temple Basketball program onto the
and his way of running a program
national_ scene during his 15-year stint. His demanding style of
unlike anyone else in the game for
coaching has produced three trips to NCAA regional finals.
the last 15 years.
"lwanted (the freshmen) to
development for the next four
· Many people would assume
of
humility;
I.
years," he said.
receive
some
kind
that the reason a team runs a slow
wanted
them
to
get
some
kind
of
This season might be
down offense like the Owls' is
guidance
from
the
older
players.
I
Chaney's
toughest in his tenure
because of the absence of toplike
for
a
lot
more
attention
'to
be
with
the
Owls.
He has had to deal
flight, blue-chip talent. However,
placed
on
programs
as
opposed
to
with
considerable
personal loss
Chaney has not only had premier
the
interests
of
just
a
young
man,"
during
the
last
year.
He lost his
talent, but NBA quality talent.
Chaney
said.
number
one
assistant
coach, Jim
Temple standouts include current
Focusing
on
the
developMaloney
to
cancer,
who
had been
NBA steal leader Eddie Jones of
ment
of
a
young
man's
education
with
Temple
for
23
years.
He has
the Los Angeles Lakers, Aaron
and
transition
into
the
adult
world
also
had
to
deal
with
the
recent
McKie of the Portland Trail
is also a main focus of Chaney's.
murder of Ennis Cosby, son of
Blazers and Mark Macon, forHe
doesn't
believe
in
curfews
on
Temple
alum Bill Cosby, with
merly of the Denver Nuggets and
the
road
or
strict
academic
whom
Chaney
had been extremely
Detroit Pistons.
supervision of his players.
close.
· .
·
.
. Clirrent Owl junior center
is
very
different..
"Coach
..·.
.
"It
hasn't
been
ea8y.
Most
MarcJackson has professiOnal
than most coac~es inthe country. . people 1haf you know. llJld. l~ve .
scouts eying his 6:.10, 270 pound;
frame,and softjumpshooting.: · ~
touch.
Jackson.
This has been a verj tough and
. "We try to play basketball
':Heteaches
you
to
be
like
difficult
situation to go through,"
from the head down and not the
an adult,
that's what we are.
said Chaney.
.
ass up," said Chaney.
He
gives
you
a
sense
of
family
Chaney
said
that
the
success
"Everything you do in life
tradition.
AlOt
of
coaches
teach
ofMaloney's
son;
Matt,
in
the
you have to harness energy before
just about basketball, but about
NBA is due to some sort of poetic
you can direct it. If you run up
life. Coach knows that (life) is
justice.
and down the floor like a headless
more
important."
. Chaney sajd, "I think Matt~s
horseman and don't think, you
Chaney's
record
at
Temple
success
is through some sort of
destroy all your options. It's like
is
impressive:
an
overall
winning
divine
intervention.
He was not a
driving a car; speed kills." ·
percentage
of
.709,
13
straight.
superstar
at
Penn.
I've
known
·Jackson said, "Coach
postseason
appearances
and
four
him
since
he
was
little;
coming
Chaney is a very disciplined
Atlantic
10
regular
season
titles.
down
to
practice
sessions
atthe
coach. He never expects anything
He
has
advanced
the
Owls
to
a
·gym,
and
it's
almost
like
a
gift
but the best of you, he never gives
NCAA
regional
final
three
times
from
God
for
the
young
man
to go
hurdles that are easy to climb."
and
received
the
National
Coach
to
Houston
when
a
couple
of
guys
.
"He's the main reason I
of
the
Year
awardin
the
1987"'-88
were
hurt.
He's
doing
a
goodjob,
came to Temple," said junior
season. He is the fourth
so h.e's staying."
forward Lynard Stewart. "He '
.
·
Chaney is also trying to .
winningest
active
coach
in
college
shows you everything, he teaches
basketball..
blend
together a team that is
aboutlife and about basketball.
this
forced.to
have three newcomers in
Chaney
has
earned
He knows a lot ofstuff; He's an
impressive
record
using
recruiting
the
starting
lineup.
old man,'like he says, and he's
techniques
that
are
as
basie
as
''They(our
freshmen) are
been there."
they
are
unusual.
Unlike
many
looking
forward
to
and need
Chaney's philosophy
high
profile
programs,
who
recruit
ieadership.
ldon't
thinkthata.
·
extends beyond the realm of the
blue
chip
talent
at
any
position,
freshman
is
in
a
position
to
lead
a
basketball court and into handling
regardless
of
their
needs,
Chaney
team
when
he
comes
in.
I
think
the media and the pressures of
recruits based upon the elements
what is more important is f()J: him
balancing academia and athletics
of
a
team.
to
show the kind of respect for
that plague many athletes.
"I
don't
try
to
recruit
just
someone
who has been through
For many years Chaney has
good
basketball
players,
I
want
to
and
helped.
build a program and
instituted a rule unlike any other
recruit
elements
of
a
team.
l
want
turn
toward
those gllys for
regarding speaking with members
to
recruit
a
point
guard,
maybe
character,
confidence
and leaderof the media. Quite simply, he
two.
I
want
io
recruita
shootfog
ship,"
he
said.
doesn't allow his freshman players
. . As a result of his plethora of
guard and center, but nomore
to be approached or spoken to by
than
two.
From
there
you
can
inexperienced
players, Chaney has
the press.
or
other
youngsters
·
relied
on
his
team
concept even
take
walk-ons
Chaney said, "I've found the
that·
want
to
be
part
of
the
more
this
season.
media come info the room and
program," Chaney said.
"We don't fall prey to
come to your freshman phenom. ·
"We
don't
over-recruit
anyone's
style of game," he said,
My seniors would be sitting there,
because
\Ve
try
to
be
committed
to
"We
try
to
impose our will on
guys who have been there four
.
developing
a
player.
When
we
both
ends
of
the court. I don't
years, who made the program and
recruit
a
kid,
we
can
make
a
care
who
you
are, you're not
I stopped them from ignoring
to
his
growth
and
his
··
going
to
get
90p6ints
on us."
commitment
them.·
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XU drowns~in Wave, grounds Owls
. ··

.. ·

·· . ·

sophomore shooting guard

Bv PETE Ho[,TERMANN . RasJl,eed Brockenborough had to
THEXAylER;NEWSWIRE :·,._,,run'the pointfor Temple; .. ·..

, < '
.. · · .•. <'/- . Brockenborough sawless shot·
.. · fNthougl.l~~~o ~~ceritfos.ses opportunities from the point; and
have'b¢~nAso,i)t:n.ote in,Xa'{ier's 'that cutback on the.Owls' offense.
othenvise: swee(seaso~, confi~ .
He e~tered the' ganie averaging
dence is ~~II. thriving for the 12-2 .·· · 17,9 poi1lt8.:perganie, but had 31in
Musketeedeam. . .
· ·· .·
. the game against UC,incl.uding ·
·.· The Mu.skies slid in.both
hitting eigh(of14 three-point
nationaj pollS, but still remain a . attempts.
· · · .· · · Xavier played a great game
top team in theAtlantic.10. · ·
· Xavier checks in afl 6tli in the
defensively, alld forced Temple ·
Associated Press Poll this week,
into 18 turnovers and 36 percent·
and 15th iri ,the USkToday/CNN .· shooting. "They did an excellent . ·
Coaches Poll.: The 3~ 1 confer. job of playing great defense," said
ence mark puts ·xavieralone afop . · Owl head coach John Chaney.
the WestDivi~iOn of.the A~lO.
· 'femple's c;enterMarc
• The Musketeers were ·
Jackson was not a factor in the
tripped up in the final nonloss. He entered the game
conference game of the season by averaging 17.3 points and 8.5
Tulane in the Atlantic 10/ ·
rebounds per game. Against
Xavier, ·how('.ver; he scored only
Conference USA Challenge at·
Riverfront Coliseum last Thurssix points and pulled down just
day. Jerald Honeycutt was on
two rebounds.
fire for the Green Wave as they ·
Xavier's big men were
defeated Xavier 87-85.
responsible for shutting Jackson
It took five extra minutes
down. The Muskies defended
for Xavier to defeat conference · Jackson from in front and behind,
rival Temple, but the Muskies ·. _ and everi had three people around
beat the Owls by a final of 68-64. him when XU was in the zone
Temple tried to play a very defense. ·
..
slow paced game, making every
"Xavier did a good job
putting two or thr.ee.o. · n me before I
Possession count. It worked last
Thursday when Temple beat
could even get the ball," said
Cincinnati at Riverfront ColiJackson.
seuiil, 70-55.
T.J. Johnson and Kevin Carr
The pace of the Owls is one stepped up for Xavier underneath.
that is foreign to the Musketeers, Carr, who has been working to get
a team that entered the game
to full strength after knee surgery
averaging 90.1 points per game.
during the summer, played a
But Xavierwas able to play at the season high of 23.minutes in the...
slower'tempo~ imd
away , - game: while getting ~even 'points"
with an overtime win.
and seven rebounds.
Temple point guard Pepe
Johnson scored five points
Sanchez usually sets the pace for and had nine rebounds and two
the Owls. But two quick fouls
assists in the game. "(Johnson's)
meant Sanchez played only 12
p~rformance, although he didn't.
minutes in· the first half.
make many baskets, was instruWith Sanchez on thebench, mental in our winnin the

tame

said Xavier head coach Skip
·~ ~t ;;
·
Prosser.
· .
· "
While Xavier's big men
. held down the ~nside, XU's
guard tandem of Gary Lumpkin
and Lenny Bt:()Wn putthe game
away late. The duo scored nine ..
9f Xavier's 12 points in the final
nine minutes of regulation, and .
10 of the Musketeer's 13
overtime points. .
.
They atso tqok good care
of the ball, alleviating the
turnover problem that had been
plaguing Xavfor this season.
XU committed .17.in. the game, .
butnone of those turnovers
occurred in the finaJ..five
minutes ofregulation, and only
one was in the overtime period.
"We knew that if we
· turned the ball over, they would
win," Brown said. "We just
wanted to run our offense and
get open shots."
Brown led all scorers with
20 points in the ganie. Lumpkin
finished with 13.
A career night by Jerald
Honeycutt didXavier in. against
Tulane last Thursday.
Honeycutt scored a career high
38 points while hitting 16 of his . Kevin Carr came back from an off-season knee surgery and has stepped
22 shots.
·up in Xavier's last two games. Against Temple and Tulane, he has
Tulane shot 57 percent as
played a total of 40 minutes and recorded 13 points and eight rebounds.
a team, hitting 32 of 56 attempts.
Xavier was cold, with only 28 of ·
Senior Sherwin Anderson
led the Muskies with 21 points.
the 72 shot attempts falling
led Xavier with very spirited play,
Prosser credited Tulane for the
through the net.
but he played only 17 minutes
win. "We're scrapping and trying to
Xavier grabbed 51
after severely cutting his nose. He get better," he said. "When you
rebounds in a vecy even effort.
scored eight points in that time,
play teams of this magnitude, you
The Muskies were led by Braggs and helped Xavier step up the
give yourself an.opportunity to
who had 10. 'Lllmpkill' followed ·fl defensive pressure during a run
lose." . . . . ·. . : ...
with eight, and Brown, Posey
midway through the second half.
Despite dropping two of the
and Johnson had seven apiece.
"We had enough heart," said last four games, Xavier remains
Ball handling was again a
Darnell Willian1s following the
confident heading into the heart of
problem for Xavier. The
game. "We made dumb mistakes
its A-10 schedule. "There's nothing
Muskies turned the ball over 25
like free throws and turnovers."
wrong with this. team," Prosser said
times, while Tulane's defense
Williams had 17 points and
Sunday. "l think there is a lot right
had 18 steals and six blocks.
six rebounds for Xavier. Lumpkin with it."

.

Game time: 8 p.m. 'I'hursday
Place: Charles E; Smith Center
TV/Radio: Channel; 91550 WCKY
AP Rankings: )({f 16, GW none

.

Musketeers Record: 12-2 (3-1) ·
Colonials Record: 8-6 (3-2)
· Series Record: GW 3"'2 .
Last meetfug: 2/22/96; GW 81-77

GW starts the shortest player in the A-10. But at 5-4,.
Shawnta Rogers still averages 12 points, six rebounds and five
assists per game. He has very little backcourt help, however. XU's
guard trio of Lumpkin, Brown and Anderson have the edge.
Imports form GW's game underneath. Alexander Koul and
Yegor Mescheriakov lead GW in scoring and rebounding. They ,
will be a difficult test for Johnson, Carr and Braggs. XU must stay
out of foul trouble, or the Colonials will have their way underneath~
Mike Jarvis is trying to find a solid lineup fot his Colo_nial
club. GVf has started nine different players this.season as he tried·
to replace two of last year's leading scorers. Skip Prosser is
keeping Xavier confident ·despite dropping two of~e l~t,fot.!£.
.

fMf Gt0tOI WASHINGION UHIYIUIH
•"9HOtOttDC

Even

-

Xavier's .home advantage rivals· that of the Packers. in Green
Bay, but the road is not as kind to Xavier. XU wins by only four
points on the road, but 25 at home. Xavier knows it is a big game,
and they will be fired up. GW has been floundering oflate, and is
barely above .500. The hustling Muskies will out-work GW.
Sunday's win over Temple was a great confidence boost for Xavier. GW just went to Dayton
and beat the Flyers 59-38. A good game by Xavier's guards, and XU's ability to keep GW's inside
game in check will dictate if the Muskies come out of Washington with a win.
·

Difficult conference tests
lie .ahead for Musketeers
Three ccmference games lie
is the leading rebounder with 6.1 per
on the horizonforXavierin the
game. Nick Bosnic is adding 9.6
next week, including two against a points per game for the Dukes.
pairofA~lO leaders.
One of the biggesttests of
Thursday night, Xavier will Xavier's conference season will
be in WashingtonD.C. to take on
come against Rhode Island next
George Washington. The
Tuesday at the Gardens. The Rams
Colonials were picked to win the
are 5~0 in the conference through .
Atlantic lO's West Division. ·
Monday, and 11-4 overall.
As a warm-upfor. the Super . · ·
Point guard Tyson Wheeler is
Bowl, the Muskies will be treated a big reason for the Rams' success.
to a visit from Duquesne at noon
He averaged a team high 16.5 points
on Saturday. Xavier bea.t
and 6.4 assists per game.
Duquesne twice last sea8on, .
The Rams have four players
including an overtime victory in
· ·averaging in double figures for
Cincinnati, and a one point win in scoring thlS' season, and two other
Pittsburgh. .
players are averaging better than
Through Monday •. Duquesne nine points per game.
was 5-9, and 1-3 in the A-:10,
The game should be a
Se11ior guard Tom Pipkins is . shootout. Xavier is averaging over ·
leading the Dukes so far this
88 points per game, while Rhode
sea8on. IIeaveragesJ8.4points
Island registers more than 84 points
per game, and is hitting threea game. Both teams grab 39
J}ointers at a rate of 42 percent.
rebounds per game.
Guard Mike James is also
The game starts at 7 p.m. at
scoring well with an average of
the Gardens.
11.8 ppg for the Dukes.
Like Xavier, Rhode Island
Though the center spot is a
returned every starter from last
weakness for Duquesne, a pair of
year's squad. In last season's match
6-7 junior forwards are playing
up in Rhode Island, URI beat Xavier
well. Kevin Price is second on the 87-70.
team in scoring with 15.4ppg, and
-Pete Holtermann
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·•·Kitchen Help • •

mllilil••
,.:cashiets'11_·.• • • •

Looking For:

·• aa·rtenders.

··.·•cocktailSf!rvers•
'.

:.~-~~~~~~~;:·

We Offer:· ~····• • ComP.etitive $a1Clry

· · · · · • Flexible ~scheduling·
• Shift Meais ·.
· ·
• Day &· Night Availabilities'>
..

Call today

Satur

Xav

m¥;~~n¥~~~~-~~;·:

A.P
...PL.ICA.NT. S..MUST. MEET
ALL OF JH.E FOLLOWING
. QUALIFICATION,S:

You.wiint·'a. job ·that offers variety. You ...
don't want to he'tied toa desk. That's why · ·
it's time you considered a challenging .

~~~~~~e'%~n~~=a~st~~ :i:!t~~~~:ing la.w.
The. U.S. Border Patrol is the moblie
· uniformed enforcement arm of the . U.S.
Department of Justice, Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS). It detects
and prevents the. smuggling and unlawful
entry of undocumented aliens into the U.S.
The Border Patrol also acts as the. primary
drug Interdicting agency along all U.S:
land borders.
·
U.S. Border Patrol Agents enjoy one of the
highest reputations among law 'enforcement agencies throughout the country.
They are known for their intense loyalty,
fine esprit de ·corps and unmatched.
professionalism.
.

•
•
•
•
•

a U.S. citizen ·
Pass a background investigation
Pass a· drug test and a medical exam
Hold a valid driver's license
Not have reached your 37th birthday by
the time you're hired
.
• Have I year of experience
demonstrating decisiveness under
stress.ful situations, analytical
ability and ability to work well with
people
• A Bachelor's Degree (any major) or
• A combination of experience and/or
college education (I year of college
equals 3 months of experience)
Be

or ,

,

Unlike other language
Berlitz will actually
· have you speaking a.nd. u~der
standing English right from
yo~ very first class .. The
Berlitz method is proven to
,b.e the fastest, most effective
and enjoyable way to iearn
English. And with a choice of
· private and group instruction,
it's also affordable.: Calltod~y
·for your free consultation. ·
program~.

•'

. .

.

.

.

· The Border Patrol's 24-hour telephone
application service makes it easy to apply.
Simply call (912) 7,57·30~1, Ext.121
between January 7 and January 28, 1997
any time,. day or night,. to find out .how
easy .it is to apply. AH qu.alified applicants
will be scheduled for a written test and an
oral interview:· Selected ·candidates must
successfully comptete rigorous .19-week
basic training program; which · Includes
Intensive .. Spanish • language training.
Depending. on . qualifications, starting
salary ranges from mld-$20K to mld-$30K
with excellent opportunities for overtime.
Annual uniform allowance also provided.
All vacancies are along the Southwest
border.

English classes
as low as $499

Cincinnati
580Walnuf Street

(513) 38'1·4650
Cl 1997 Berlitz Languages. Inc.

a

NCAA retools Fegulations

BY STEVE SMITH '
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

In a whirlwind ofdecision making the
usually slow-to-change National. Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA) took landmark steps last week at the association's
91st convention, held in Nashville.
The major strides were achieved on
the first day of the two day convention, as
delegates voted in favor of allO\ying
student-athletes to hold jobs during the·
· school year and allowing athfotes who fall
short of the freshman-eligibility standard to
. regain their fourth year of eligibility if they
go on to earn a degree,
· There was much debate over the issue
of student-athletes holdingjobs, which
resulted in a narrowly passed measure (169150). Those opposing the, measure feit that
it would cause major problems in adminis- ·
trative paperwork as well as leading schools
possibly abusing the policy to attract the ·
best recruits.
Under the legislation, student.:.athletes
can hold part-time jobs whenever they "'.ant
during the academic year, but can only earn
the amount of money that is the difference
between the value of their scholarship and ·
the full cost of attending their schobl. With
these limitations, great variances occur
from one school to the nex~;

Flyers pressure
Muskies into
nine point defeat

For example, if the value of a·
upon by the committee which is in its last
. basketball scholarship at Michigan is .. year of existence as a new streamlined
BY ToM DECORTE. · ·
valued at $18;000 per year and the ·. NCAA governing process has b,een"
THE· XAVIER NEWSWIRE
cost of attendance for an out-of-state approved ... The new restructuring ~ill
. student is $20,000 per ye~. then an , swing the balance of power fo the' 90-plus ·
· The Dayton' Flyers used timely
· out-of-state basketball pl~yer, on
·; schools with the largest, most powerful
·
defense
and clutch shooting to repel a late
scholarship,' could earn lip to $2,000. ·•· . programs. They will then hold the majori~
Xavier
run
to defeat the Muskie women's
Despite the excitement and
·.. ties on.the major executive bodies. Under
basketball
team
73-64 at Schmidt
major efforts put in by an influential . this restructuring, college presidents and '
Fieldh.ouse Tuesday, night.
. .
student-athlete advisory committee,
cqnferences will be in control.
The Flyers jumped out to an early 14soine college administrators don't
Uncler the new restructuring, Divisee the new policy having toolarge ·· sions I, II and in wil.l have.more governing . '(lead in the first five minutes of the game.
Keying the early run was senior guard
of an effect.
autonomy. There is still some dispute in
Steph
Mathu, who hit two three-pointers
"I really don't see it affecting· Division I as to whether there should be
during
the spurt.
tomany kids," said Xavier'.s ··
r~cialand gender guidelines at the manage~ ·
Mathu
had 19 points to lead Dayton.
Assistant Athletic Director Ginger
inent level. . ·
During
the
game
she also eclipsed the H>Oo
Other approved proposals included
Fulton. "It will be particularly
point
mark
for
her
career. Scoring in
. legislatiqn that causes early basketball draft
helpful to·athletes in sports like
double
figures
for
UD
were Christi Hester
volleyball and socc~r. where the seasons are ~ntrants to forfeit their eligibility if they are .
11
and
Jenelle
Ristau
with 10.
with
aslong. But it will be difficult for, say, a
drafted. In the past, undercl~smen who·
A
Kiesha
Brown
three
pointer with
basketball player to take advantage,
declared themselves eligible for th~ dfaft .
half
pulled .
4:51
remaining
in
the
first
. because their season is so long. It may help · had 30days to return to school as long as
within
one
point,
bu(that
Xavfor
as
them get a start on a summer job." ·
they had not compromised their amateur .·· .
close
as
they
would
get
the
rest
the
:
Xavier senior Jaime Christman, who
status .. Now those who.decideto enterthe
'
gi,mie.
A
13-5
point
run
byc:_Dayt.oilJ6'
end
is President of Xavier's Student-Athlete
draft early cannot return once they 'are
the
half
made
the
halftime
score.31-22.
·drafted.
Advisory council, sees the new policy as
Xavier tried applying more defensive
being very positive. . . ·
The committee also approved an
·pressure
with 10:00 left in the second half,
"It's definitely a step in the right
earlier' start for Division I men's and
trailing
by
14, 52-:38.
women's basketball teams. Now teams can
direction'. ,As long as the athlete can
This
increase
in tempo produced
balance;:~s;academics, athletics andjob, in
open their season a week earlier (Nov. 14,
immediate
results,
propeling
XU on a 10-0
1997) to accommodate TV scheduling and
that ord~~.·tli~i:t;it'~ great>It will be tough
run,
cutting
the
lead
to
four
with
six
though. There's such adedication with
earlier starts ofpo~tseason conference
minutes
left.
atlifotic programs befb\vith academics
. tournaments. With the new start, ·schools
Kim Hotz provided the offense
will be allowed to begin practice on the
. included that you put a lbt of time in, so I
·
during
the run, scoring six of her team high
don't see it having !l huge effect. That
Saturday closest to'Oct. 15, due to the
_16
points
in the second half.
doesn't really matter. What matters.is that
increasing popularity of Midnight Madness
Mathu hit two key threes down the
·the opportunity is there, l':l'ow it is," said
· events.
stretch to keep Xavier behind.· She also
Christman who is a member of the swim~
Voters refused to relax the stricter
stepped up on defense, taking a charge by
·
academic
standards,
~hicli
~ent
int~
effect
ming team.
.•
t
Connie Hamberg with2:41 left th~t swung
last August, which wbuld have.made more
9n top of the new job policy the.
what could have been only a three ,point
freshmen
eligible
for
first-year
scholarships
comritittee also passed proposal that
and practice ..·They also refused to increase · lead into a seven point spread. ·
allowed athletes to get their fourth year of
Scoring 11 points apiece for Xavier
the number of men's basketball scholareligibility back. 'rhls proposal wa8 sponwere sophomores Susanna Stromberg and
ships at the Division I levei from 13 to 14.
sored by the Atlantic 10 according to
"I feel very good about this," said Jim Nikki Kremer. ·
league commissioner Linda Bruno. Bruno
The loss drops Xavier.•·s~i:~boicrt~ 5- ·
Delany, commissioner of the Big Ten, in an
felt that it was time for this legislation to
10
overall
and 1-Sin Atlantic 10play~
article printed in The Cincinnati Enquirer. . ·
finally be passed. . ..
Nextupfor
the womenis a trip to
· "We thought it was appropriate. The· "It's not easy to bring about change. l'.m
play
St.
Bonaventure
tomorrow night. · The
hopeful it will help us to move forward and
fact thatit passed is a step in the right
Bonnies
are
2-4
in
the
cofiference. ·
. direction,''. said Bruno.
·
do what we can to refashion. and reposition

was
of

a

Numerous other issues were decided · intercollegiate athletics.
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The College-Conservatory of Mus.ic will host various· .
concerts and events throughout the month of February.
Upcoming concert dates include:
•Sunday, Feb. 2: The Concert Subscription Series
presents the Jazz Lab Band and Jazz Ensemble in i:hdr "Big
Band Composers Concert," a performance of new works by
CCM students and other noted writers ranging from
cutting-edge compositions to re-workings of Swing ~ra
standards.
The event will take place at Raymond Walters
College and will begin at ,7 p.m.
Tickets are $10 for the general public; $5 for students
.
··
and seniors.
•Tuesday, Feb. 4: Terence Milligan conducts the
Symphony Band in a performance Barber's "Commando'
March," Jacques Casterede's "Divertissement d'ete" and .
works by Frigyes Hidas and Jan van der Roost . · . .. .
The concert. will be held in Corbett Auditorium and
will begin at 8 p.m. .
Admission is free.
•Wednesday, Feb. 5: The Concert Subscription
Series presents Chamber Music With.James ':('occ,o. ··
The "Brahms fest" will feature Faculty Artists
Ronald de Kant,.clarinet; Yehuda Hanani, cello; and
Kenneth Griffith~ and James Tocco, pianos. ·
The event will be held in Corbett Auditorium and will
.
.
begin at 8 p.m. . .
Tickets are $10 for the general public; $5 for students
and seniors. ·
0202.

•Persons seeking more information can call 556..

Miallli's dazzling art
The Mi~ University Art Museum will feature a
variety of exhibits and events in.th.e next few weeks.
They include:
•Friday, Jan. 24:. Opening reception: "Informance" by ·
El Calido Viento Ensemble with Rodolfo Vazquez.
· The event will take place at 5 p.m., with the reception
from 5:30to 7:30 p.m.
•Tuesday, Jan. 28: A lecture on "Ceramics and Pottery
Making Traditionsin the Classical World"wiUbe given by
Dr. Glenn Markoe, Curator of Cl~sical and Near Eastell1
Art.

The lecture will take place at the Cincinnati Art
Museum at 7:30 p.m.
•Saturday, Feb. 1: Film.Series: Miami University Art
Museum Student Volunteers.
The event will take place at 2 p.m ..
•Persons seeking more information may call (513)
529-2232.
..
.

.

.

XU piano ·concert· 4ti
Xavier Universitfs Piano & Guitar Series will be·
sponsoring two concerts in celebration of its 20th anniversary.
On Feb. 19 at 8 p.m. in Memorial Hall, John Browning,
an internationally renowned classical pianist, willbe per:forming.
·
Jazz pianisfMarian McPartlimd will'play on Feb; 22 at
8 p.m.in the Kenwood Country Club.
TiCket information is _available by calling745-3161.
Box seat ticketS.for Browning's show can be purchased ..
for $50. Other tickets for his concert may be purdh.ased for
·
either $25 or $15..
Non-reserved seating tickets are availablefor $25 to
McPartland's perlormance;
Combo tickets.are available for both concerts at·$40
per ticket.
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XU 'Contemporary' art
~

UC mllsic for minds

'"1

...

BY AMANDA ADAMCZYK
THE XAVIER N~WSWIRE.

On arecent walk through .
the Xavier University Art GaIIer., ·
ies.the comment.was overheard:
"Wow! I clidn't'know Xavie~
could do these kinds of things!"
The "kinds ofthings" being
referred to are the results oflast
semester's "Topics in Contemporary Art" class taught by Robert
Braiser.
.
.
· The ''Topics in Contemporary Arf' elass exhibition is titled
"Last Exit'.' and will continue to be
· on display in the Cohen Center
Art Galleries through Friday.
Gallery hours are 12-4 p.m.
There will be a Closing reception
with the artists on Friday from 6-8
p.m. during which one ''Topics"
stage her perfo~ance
student
piece.
.
.
.
· The focus of the class was
not on the making of a finished
piece of artwork, but rather on the
various creative processes ...
possible to express one's self
through art media.
This being the goal, 'it rriay
seem a bit contradictory that there
would be an.exhibition of the
finished works.
However, the frequent
unfinished fook of many of these ·
pieces clearly reveals thafthe
process' was the primary concern ..
Furthermore, because the
·actual· e~hibition was the ultimate·
objective of the.class, the entire.
show can be viewed as a work in
itself, thus justifying the need to
exhibit.
There is actually a video on
display that was created by several
of the "Topics"students which.
·documents the. class throughout
· the course of the semester and ·
highlights the process of the class.

will

An untitledpiece by J.ake Richtsmeier in the "Topics 1n Competempory
Art"· Cohen Center gq,llely_ display.:·.
is often Ieffwide open fot .
Traditional media such as
iiiterpr~tatiori by. doing• so. · ·
paint, papfor mache, and clyed
However, when experienc- ·
silk;junk drawer}emnants like .
ing artW~rk in which the process
buttons, maskingtape and·
was
key, the viewer is
Christlilas lights; found objects
attempting to answer the quesincluding.eigaiette butts; car
mufflers; and doors; as well as the tion, "What was the artist
occasional rotting vegetable can
thinking?"
,
.
· Any ~Irie to the answer of
. all be seen, often in unexpected
and excitillg forms, iri this ·show. · that question, espedally the type
.. <::It~~'y the media used to··. •of insig~tfulclue thatcan only be
reveal~din,a title, c~·only make
carry outthis conglomerate of
creative processes varies much .the piece stronger. · . .
·
Overall,-this exhibition is
aS the 19 people who were
involved:
·
··
an exciting experiment in postmodernist art.
·
· A disappointing element of
the exhibition, however, results ·
The fone and style of it
from the choice of many of the
changes continually as the viewer
artists to title their work "Unmovc;:s from piece to piece, yet
the entire· show is unified by the
titled."
ArtistS maydo this for any
theory thatprocess is greater than
,
number of rea8ons, arid their work the product.

the

as

Cash's 'UnChained' run
limits, because you actually have
no limits.
"Unchained," Johnny
· Cash's most recent CD, testifies to
that envious situation .. Through··
out the recording runs. Cash's
calm, and frequently boisterous,
assurance that he knows exactly
whathe's doing and that he's
doing it well.
Working primarily with
Tom Petty'& The Heartbreakers,
Cash stakes claim to virtually
everything he tries.
As a testament to Cash's
artistry, the softer musings of
Here;s J~imny, Cash that is. ·· .. "The One Rose" and Petty's
"Southern Accents" mix well with
· "I Never Picked Cotton," Beck's
."Rowboat': and Soundgarden' s
·BvKOMB
"Rusfy Cage." .
· .
GUEST· COLUMNIST
. Although the versions of ·.
·i·:' ·'.,. ;:
most songs are fairly straightfor. It must be great to be over . ward, Cash takes ~'Rusty Cage"
60 and stiil have so, much ·run
. and changes it into a knowing,
going about.yo1u life's work
····wily statementof defiance in·
without having to worry about
contrast to Soundgarden's scream
. trying to .stretcQ beyond Y,our
ofpain ..
··,

:

•.:'!,

,•:·i.·,'

Just as Cash's self~assurance
is evident on "Unchained," so too
·are his spiritual reflections, as
presented in "Spiritual," "Meet
Me In Heaven," and the title cut
."Unchained."
However, Cash is not ·
willing to let religion get too
comfortable of a ride, breaking
loose on "Kneeling Drunkard's
Plea," written by wife June Carter
Cash and her sisters Helen and
Anita Carter.
Also balancing the seriousness most of the album are
Casµ•s "Mean Eyed C.at," "Country Boy," and the last song, "I've
Been Everywhere.'' The in-your.face humor of these songs insists
that no matter how serious life
might be, having a good time
while living is essential.
·Couple "Unchained" with
Cash's acoustic "American
Recordings" and one can only
wonder how such a fully developed talent can start over and still
continue to grow.
·

of

Thistle: good. 'kisser' sounds
II
.
BY.CHRIS PEsTI.
THE XAVIBR NEWSWIRE

Local rock favorite Thistle
is backwith a stellar sophomore
album, ~·tremble kisser.'' ·
. Thistle is made up of
Xavier students Mike Montgomery (vocals and guitar) and Rick
.. McCarfy (drums),. arid Toby
Weiss (bass and vocals).
McCarty says that
"~mble ).ds~er" is ten times
better than their debut album
"friction shifter."
The trio has spent most of
.its time performing their music,
and improving and redefining

their ever-evolving sound.
Unlike their first album,
which sounds more like a live
album since most of its
. selections sound similar, the
second albuin shows that the
band has grown 'because.their

While "friction shifter"
only,had a few decent songs,
"tremble kisser" is solid
throughout. The whole album is : :
spectacular and it would.be
:=:
difficufrto highlight adisap.· !:j
pointment.
,.,

started experimenting with ·
different sounds and rhythms
to come up with an album that
; has songs which contain a
. different feel.
Still, these cuts somehow manage to keep with the
group's trade1llark melodic
loud rock.· · "
··

they than just alocal garage .
more
band. ·
Rather, they should be
considered as professional
musicians.
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Thistle's. "tremble kisser"

~:::!:l~~:l~~~:::~::~.
!~:/_.
other iri.dependent music stores. ;

Entertaining Weekly magazine enthralls
.

'

'

.

'

Bv MATT TOTH
THE XAVIBR NEWSWIRE

of what's going on in the movie
routine, this magazine has some
business, it doesn't wrap itself up
fantastic weekly features. The ·
in the scandals and the affairs of
critics seem to be unbiased when
alitheHollywoodplayers,but .·.·
they rate ne~ 1llovies,.bo()ks and .
Have you noticed..that when i~stead treats Hollywood as that ... · televisfon shows, and it seems to ·
you.want to buy a magazine at the . ' dreru:n pla.ce where movie magic is generate atof 9f r~sponse from
store, ittak:es forever to make a
created; and lets the readerin on . . readers. . .·. .. : .....·... : .
deCision?
.
the work, talent and imagination it ·
There are times when they
There are hundreds to
takes to capture the audience for a ·. · even print letters from the actual
· choose from, and it can boggle the , few hours, time after time.
stars of the films who are upset
· mind, and the pocketbook, when it
Looking through this week's witl:i the comments made .by
comes down.to picking a favorite. issue wm strengthen loyal readers' Entertainment Weekly's critics.
As always, since it is a
·
Let's face it, a magazine can commitment to the magazine, It
look great from the cover, but
contains all the standard sections,
weekly publication, readers are
. aft~r you open it up, it can be
_but it also gives one feature article kept up on what's doing well at
. that is sure to keep readers
the boX office,· who's No. 1 in
filled with tons of junk, from 50
· ratings ontelevisi()n, and what are
. pages of ads to really bad perfume hooked.
the b.estand worst books to _read. ·
samples.
For instance, this week
It's good to find a really fun, inCiudes ''The Biggest Gambles
· One ofits strongest features
is that it also· contains ratings from·
entertaining magazine, something Of 1997," which includes the ·
that takes my mind' off of school
rereleruie of the ''Star,W'ar:s" .
other pl1blicatioris, and a consen- ·
trilogy, ·and for those die-hard Van sus from audiences about how
. work, relieves a little stress, and
gives a little inside information
Halen fans, the buzz about their
much (or little)· they enjoyed the
about upcoming new.releases.
new lead singer.
movie. It also includes a time
Each week another copy of
, The writers also give their
capsule which takes th~ reader
Entertainment. Weekly is pub~
predictions about the upcoming
back into the. early. days of the
Academy Awards. Will it be the
entertainment.world, and sheds a
lished. Itis; by far, the best
movie, music and television
artsy films that win, or the
little light on forgotten star, or
source ever published.
. f>lockbusters of the year? .
.hit television show.
·• ' ,Readingthismagai;ineis:all · . ' EntJr1ainmerit,Weeklyis'an
-Even_ifyou'renotafilm
buff, there iS ~o;triething in every . ·· pur~fun,:smnethlngt<? take your
accurate, informative arid colorful
. \Vay to keel> up
the ente@ri~
issue that is appealing.
.riiind off ofilie sanie routine. •·
Besides always being on top
· , ~~#ing.~ft:he.sapie
··· ,.01ent business~;
·
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•It's stlllSaturday!!! ·

Another day in ...

Haven't made fun of Damon Jones yet!!! est. 1994

CITY

The leaderin the collectiori of useless facts!

th.

...........................................
"M
d.
ursc1a·
· .·
·
asquera e ··· Paper
faces on parade ... Masquerade
TY~
..
·
Hide your face so the world
22
willneverfind you."
.
anuary
January 23
~The musical smash that had
•Welcome to Calendar City!
•TheEnglishClubwillhavea the Calendar Man serenading the
Start off the sleepy evening classes book burning -Just kidding! The cafeteria ladies with Andrew Lloyd
with ajavajumpstart! International English Club will have. a winter · Webber's Phantom of the Opera
Coffee Hour provides the coffee, welcon1e reception in the faculty has .come to the Queen City's
you provide the warm bodies & loungeofHinkleHallfrom4-6p.m. AronoffCenter. Ticketsrangefrom
funky body odors! That's right, Come and converse with students $15-65. (Whoa.) This fee includes
from 3:30-4:30 p.m. in the Romero and facuity aboutthe last good book chandeliers, murders, loveandemoOffice of the Univerity Center you they made you read.
tion .. For more information, call
can sample gourmet coffee, stimu•"Tie a yellow ribbon,·
621-2787.
lating conversation and odd odors!
'round the old oak tree ... "
Next time,ifthey send me alist, the
Good luck to the men's basC-Man will tellyou who's sponsor- ketball team as they invade WashJanuary 25
ing the event . .
ington, D.C on their military cam·•Forget Batman, he's .ob- paign against George Washington.
•Pete-o-rific has given the
sessed! The Rockteer? His flight The battle begins at 8 p.m. and hope- words, and the words are, "Get
packprobablyburnedhisfeet! The fully won't be as long as that readytoRumble!" Theinen's
Shadow? He could never commit to Gettysburg movie on TNT.
basketball team take on the diabolia relationship, he'.d keep hypnotiz•Playhouse in the Park pre- cal Duquesne! That's right, ·the
ing his girlfirends. The real radio sents A.R. Gurney's hit romantic troops have returned from our
show- hefo is .the Green Hornet! comedy Sylvia.. This witty story nation's capitol to.defend the home
WVXU 91.7 FM has the Hornet & begs the question, what if the other ground of the Cincinnati Gardens!
his Filipino sidekick, Kato, fighting woman is a dog? Thatisn'treferring Tip off is at 12 p.m. Basketball at
crime and parking illegally from 11- to herfacialfeatures, monkeys! Thi13 · Noon! Get on the bus and support
11 :30 a.m.
· ·
·
· production open~ tonigb.t'~tthe R.~61 ., the team.
•Thomas W. Sherwood, ert S. MarxTheatre and begins at 8
•S.S. (Sports Section) offiformer back-up singer for the Grate- p.m. Forinformation, call421-3888. cer, Tom DeCorte has informed the
. f·.r··:. d.·a·
ful Dead, will be performing in the
. y·
C-Man that the invasion of the diaMusic atNoon! series held in the
bolical Duquesne into th~ Queen
Cash Room, Logan Hall. Tune in
City is on two fronts! That's right,
your ears and bring a lunch. TheCJanuary 24
Duquesne is taking on XU by land
Man would like to thank Jennifer
•Ko-ko-kafreakin •chew! The and by sea! The Xavier swimming .
Fellinger for sending the man of Cincinnati:: Symphony ·orchestra, team takes on Duquesne in 'the
time the music department's many . pianist Vladimir Feltsman and con-· O'Connor Pool at 1 p.m. Get your
events.
ductor Jesus Lopez-Cobos presenJ rubber boots and support your
•The search for good music the works of Brubeck: Joy in _the muskies, you monkeys! Yo Joe!!!
has ended ... Panter~ has come to. Morning, Brahms:' Piano:Concerto
•Call your mom and tell her
the.flara Arena in the jewel of the · No. 2 in _R-flat Major ahd Strauss: you love her! Then, ask for some
Midwest, Dayton, OH ..Rock! For Death. and
. .· ,Transfiguration
. .· .··
·. ... Perfor. .
money! Yo Joe!!! .
more information; call Ticketmaster mance beginS. at 8 p:m. .in the Queen
at 562A949.
.
.
. City's Music Hall.
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Yo Joe!!!
•The Calend~ Man . ~ould ·
like to say goodbyeto theXavier
·.·
January27 ·
students leaving for Nicaragua on· ·
· •Therewillbea4thl)aymeet~
Monday, especially Jenney Dynas ing.at7:30 p.m. iii the SchottMultiandAmandaMolloy! CalendarCity. purpose.Room. . .
· ·
.·
•Th.ose crazy.·. coriunuters. are
is proud of you! The C-Man \vishes
·
he could have a going-away party', curr~11tly,~9c,eptfog eµtrieS,'for the
·for you at hls house; t11town by his . · Best & \Y~rst LO.oking Cars in
foot-obsessed roommate, •Phat CaiendarCity. Forthe·wihner, there
Charles, thatwouldstartatoiind 9 :3o ·is a number.of prizes a.vaiiable, for
p.m. but theins-the~breliks! .
the loser, :fouhave amediOcre car.
·
'Nu.ff s.aid! Tak
. ·.. e' a.· ·pho.t.o. of your
•Want the best ill massages or
lap dancing? .. Well,. the· Calendar Grerrtlin ariddrop9ffyo~rentry for
Clubhasthebestchicks~stucisfor. the.crazy cowmuter contest.

CALENDAR
"Yo Joe!!!"

...

t.·.·.u
. ·. · ··.e..··s.:.·.. d·a.···.··y·.· .

when a naked dancerfstheonty·
way to go! For niore information,
call 1-900-CAL~ENDR. Calendar·

.

Janua,ry 28 · ·

.
..
. •Tho.se coC>r ftjds at Circle K
willbemeetinginAlter218; Come
for the fellowship, the leadership,
the service or th~flirting, but just
come!!! Meeting begins at 7 p.m.
•Call your mom, then ask her
form~riey!!! • ·.
. .
•

discounts are wekoine!!!
. •Speaking of'."" CD Warehouse on.Madison. Rd. 'is offering
XUstudentsaCalendardiscountof
a buck off any used CD!. No massages or lap dancing :6ut plenty of
CDs. If you're really nice to. the
owner Scott Avery, h'e inight
moonwaik for you.

sunday·•

:

•Hey, the word fits!
Yo.Toe!!!
..
January 26 .
•Getting sick vviththe flu, a
"WhoarethecpaiJlp~cms?" cold, leprosy or herpes? Well, the
•Will it be the }>atriots orthe Xaviir University Health:& CmmPackers?.Vfell,thoselovelypeople seling Cen~er is opened. Mon-Fri
at SAC are having a Super Bowl from 8:30 a.lll.-5 p.m.: However,'the
party in the l,Jniversity Cafe at, 6. doctoris only in from JO a,m.-12
p.m. They will have treats, bever- p.m. Doctor 'tii ~oon!Remember
agesandabigT.V.soshowupand that! (Although the nurses are exfind out who the. champions are.·.
tremely helpful.) The center is in
•On Sunday, the C-Manlikes · the ground floor of Kuhlman Hall.
to unwind in his avaca~cHolored For more inf~rination, ·.call 745~
lounge chair with the New. York 3022.
. .
.. . .·
Times, an aged pipe and a tart, but
•Ifthere i~ a medical problem
sweettobacco. TheHi~Fi is tuned to or crisis afterthe :center is closed,
WVXU 91. 7 F~ at 6p.m. for R~b- call XUFive~O (~afety & Security)
bit Ears, a show ofchildren folklore · at745-1000. Book 'em; Daddy-0!
and mythology.· Tonight's feature
•A daily consumption of the
is Happy Trails, narrated· by. Roy mineral ·zinc will aid the body with
Rogers and accompanied by Riders Vitamin cabsorption and help fight
in the Sky. Ca\el1dai'Dog will lay in the conimon cold ... and knowing is
thecenteroftheroom, awaiting the .half t~e battle!!! Yo Joe!!!
the line, "Once upon a time ..."·
•The Gay &Lesbian Support
•The Cincinnati Ballet Music · Group is.forming on Xavier's camDirector C~or{be Leone
be . pus. This. organization will provide
signing and dischssing the CD of an opportunity for gay & lesbfan
the orignal music score he com- students to meet with one another in
posed for the Cincinnati Ballet's a pastoral setting. For more inforproduction of PeterPan. The event matfon, call Fr. John LaRocca at
is froni 2-3:30 p;m.. at Joseph-Beth 745-3611 ..
B oo'k'
... H arper.
... ·, s Sta't'mn.
.
seII'
ers m
.

· .· . . .

.. :. ·.... ··
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•Have you seen Wandering Maria?
AP'f. FOR RENT
E. Walnut Hills 1 BR
unfurnished Apt.; $475/Mo.
861-5314
E.ARN. $11,500
, . '),'HIS SUMMER
WHAT'S THECATCH?
Must: w6d(hardilnd worksirtart,
be willi;.g to work40-70 Hrs/Wk,
have own vehicle, hav~ good;
previous work experience, .be ii
leader, excellent cominunfoation
skills. we provide management
training and supportto show yon·
how to run your o-Wn Univer~ity .
Painters franchise (NO PAINTING
REQUIRED) this ·summer i'n. your
hometown or elsewhere,·For details
call.1-800-390-4848 ext. 182

The tast of. ,;Custom Made, ,;featured in the.U~e upoftheBsAwinter
. play ''Into the Spotlight," laugh over the latest addition of The
Newswire and its hilarious section known as Cale1idar City. Performancesof "Into, the Spotlight" are Jan. 31 & Feb: I at 8 p.m.

.
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..
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.HOUSES FOR RENT
'SPRING '97 ' 1612 Dana, 3cbedroom,
totally equipped; within walking
distance.
.
3550 Woodburn,
3-bedroom; equipped.
Call 241~9421 or 321-0043

FREE T•SHIRT ·
.·. ··.· +.$1000
Credit C~rdfundtaisers for
fraternities;·s'.ororlti~s·, &. groups.
Any can~pus organi~atio~.can.raise
up to $1000 by eai·ning a whopping
$5.00NISAapplication·; ,•
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext.65
Qualified callersreceiv~
FRJ!:E T-SHIRJ

Classifieds ·arc $.25 per word wi.th a $S..OQ minim~1m..
.
.To t1lacc ~ Classit'iccl., call' the
.
· advertising dcpartmcn't it! 745-3561
.

.:-~··

FLORl'DA SPRING
CANCUN & JAMAICA
BREAK
'..
·.;Spring Break Spe~iaJs! 7 . ·
· .· Piuiama City!Roo~ with a
nights:~i~ Si: hotel (rCllJl.~429. Save ·
. kitchen near ~ars $119! Daytona"
$150 oµfood, drinks & free parties!
best location $139i Florida's new
111 %10west price g~ai:antee!
·
· hotspot-Cocoa Beach Hilton $169!
springbreaktravel.com ..
springbreaktravel. com
1-800-678-6386
. 1-800-678-6386

·
·

.. SPRING BREAK
· Bahamas Party Cruise! 6
·Days $279! Includes all meals,
parties & taxes! Grl'.at beaches &
nightlife! Leaves from
'Ft. Lauderdale!
springbreaktravel. com
.
1-800-678-6386 .

••, .THE Crossword ·
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ACROSS
Cl2~4·
1 Pealed
5 Enclose snugly: · · 114
var.
17 '
10 Fail to make
contact with
14 Toward shelter.
15 Reddish purple
16 Roman: abbr.
17 Fly high. ·.
1s Map within a
.map
19 Roman ruler
20Allow
22 Send
24 Accumulate
26 Army bed
27 Send forth ·
. 30 Abbreviate
34 Young boy
· · 35 Free~tor~au
37 Daring
38 Distant
40 Loved ones .
42 Fibs
43 Used a
.·stopwatch
·45 Wooden box
47 Explosive
48. Least difficult
·.. 50 Small balls ·
· · 52 Bad: pref.
·
10 Traveling
. 53 Stage
·
· music;;ian ·
54 Outdoor heat
i 1 Object·. .
.
s
. • : producer
12 )ndian.dress
I .1
ssvendor
13 Coirfopening
3
21 Musliin priest
'62 Bread spread
1:1
63 Raccoon relative 23 Mi~day
65 Dell
25 Choose ·
66 Eons
27 Make happy
s
28 Tightly knit.
67 TV personality
J.
68 Give off
group.
·
s
69.Tardy
29 John Quincya
70 Asparagus unit . 30 Angel .
IN
71 Bodies of water · 31 Banal
32 Happening .
.l
DOWN'
33 Cozy places
0
1 Grating sound . 36 Hearing organ
,
2 Medicinal plant
39 Levy again .
3 Adjacent to
s
41 More reliable
4 Berlin resident
44 Unable to hear
5 Aped
53
46 Otherwise
6 Grown boy
54
49 Cuts into
7 Some Sc:ulptures
55
servings
S At any time.
51 Military .
. 56
9 Disconnect
57
. vacations
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Serenity ·
Fuel
Marine. plant
Come tog1:1ther
Cavort .ii·:

" y :>

· · }''9\f9 -9Nl\DNtkJ ~J.lt'rA
.:;LVM"tV. S\ ¥1.kit>..tl.~3··;\U...\U.lli\.·
·Q'M1l\n'<S OS'l"· s• ~Nno-f 'tinO

59 Cloth with ·
metallic thread
60 ·Director Kazan
61 S~k.S flax
64 Pekoe ··
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You can be an

ORIENTATION GROUP ·__LEADER
.

'
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.

or. STAFF MEMBER for Manresa· 19971i
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Pick up appli~ation in~o\mationi,11 the Student
Services Hallway beg1nr11nq Mond,a~, Jan. 27th.

T?e deadline for submitting,applications i$ Friday,
Feb. 14th (Yes, Valentine's Day!). . .

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every
fees. They even pay a flat rate
year Army ROTC awards
for textbooks and supplies .
You can also receive an allow. scholarships to hundreds of
talented students. If you
ance~fupto$1500eachschool
qualify, these merit-based ~ADERSH1p year the scholarship is in
scholarships can help you
effect. Find out today if
. paytuitionandeducational
you qualify.

Questions call Kimberlie. Goldsberry, at x4B92. ·

·ARMY.ROTC

· . write here ·Wrltct. now

TBESMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

' <·'lie fl.tfienaeum.

· For details, visit St. Bdrbara Hall or call

745-1062.

Let Star Bank. ~elp y9u use your ~ew ~vier ~LL. Card for all it's
worth. just visit Star Bankers at the Un1vers1ty Center on the. .·
dates below. Find out how you can: . . · .
·
· . ·. . ·
• use your All Card as an ATM card
.•·take advantage of great banking benefits like...
•~pen. a.Star che.cking accountfor only $1.00 a month
(free ]une,]uly & August*)
·
• no-fee for Star Bank MAC ATM transactions*
• bank by PC free: check balances, transfer.funds, ·
review.aecount transactions, e-mail the bank·and more
• assistance with student .loans and other.financing options

*See Xavier University Financial Services Brochure for complete

de~ails;
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